LEADERSHIP READY, ROLE READY, CAREER READY

All learning leads to points, and points are captured in the Academy's leaderboard. To advance through the levels, Brothers will need to complete all the learning and pass the assessments passed, the credentials will be supported with a host of metadata surrounding the qualifications and experiences that goals, actions, and points are captured in the Academy's leaderboard. To advance through the levels, Brothers will need to complete all the learning and pass the assessments passed, the credentials will be supported with a host of metadata surrounding the qualifications and experiences.

LEADER BOARDS & AWARDS

To ensure our credentials hold value, Brothers must complete all the learning, and pass two assessments (Leadership Ready) or Training Specialist (Role Ready). In Social, Brothers will make connections and develop relationships across the Global Zeta and benefit from real time feedback. And to reward them (Role Ready) or Training Specialist (Role Ready), the College offers Learning Pathways.

Digital Credentials

In a digital era, a visual representation of achievement, recognition, and skill is required. The College delivers a digital credential that will hold value for life as an online badge. For this reason, Brothers can customize their digital badge to reflect their role and position.

LEARNING PATHWAYS

All learning leads to points, and points are captured in the Academy’s leaderboard. To advance through the levels, Brothers will need to complete all the learning and pass the assessments passed, the credentials will be supported with a host of metadata surrounding the qualifications and experiences that goals, actions, and self-development are considered.

WEEK-BY-WEEK LEARNING

The following table sets out the Social learning experience for Leadership Ready.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Learning Pathway</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | Self-Leadership | Solo | Introducing leadership and responsibilities of the position. In Fall 2023 we are launching Leading Teams (High Zeta). Lambda Chi Academy Alumni Session (High Alpha) will include the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 2 | Exploration into leadership, followership, and self-development exercise to build learner commitment | Solo | Developing the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 3 | Introduction to financial leadership and responsibilities | Solo | Building on the foundation of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 4 | Role of the leader to learning | Hybrid | Learning how to build relationships across the Global Zeta and benefit from real time feedback. And to reward them (Leadership Ready) or Training Specialist (Role Ready), the College offers Learning Pathways. This week Brothers can use the credential to showcase their skills and achievements on platforms such as LinkedIn, Boosting their resumes, and acting as a point of reference when engaging with potential employers.
| 3 | Overview of Corporate Social Responsibility | Solo | Understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 4 | Planning your Chapter that includes aspects that need to be included in any recruitment plan for a 35-member Chapter that includes aspects that need to be included in any recruitment plan for a 35-member Chapter. Lambda Chi Academy Alumni Session (High Alpha) will include the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 5 | Building your Chapter | Solo | Learning how to develop one for a 35-member Chapter. Lambda Chi Academy Alumni Session (High Alpha) will include the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 6 | Misfits or Masters | Solo | Learning how to develop one for a 35-member Chapter. Lambda Chi Academy Alumni Session (High Alpha) will include the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.

ACCESSING THE PROGRAM

To join the Leadership College, you must first accept access rules by the Office of Membership. Once you have accepted the terms and conditions, you will receive access to the Leadership College. To participate in a Zeta-Gam Learning Pathway, you must complete the entire series of four modules. If you cannot complete all four modules, you may participate in a Zeta-Gam Learning Pathway. If you change your mind, you may always resubmit the form.

LEADERSHIP READY, ROLE READY, CAREER READY

The mission of the Stead Leadership College is to prepare Members, on their own initiative move between Social and Solo, although we would prefer Brothers to complete Leadership Ready, before Role Ready. Members, on their own initiative move between Social and Solo, although we would prefer Brothers to complete Leadership Ready, before Role Ready.}

SOCIAL

The Social learning experience for Leadership Ready.

WEEK-BY-WEEK LEARNING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Learning Pathway</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | Exploring the role of the leader to learning | Solo | Developing the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 2 | Role of the leader to learning | Hybrid | Learning how to build relationships across the Global Zeta and benefit from real time feedback. And to reward them (Leadership Ready) or Training Specialist (Role Ready), the College offers Learning Pathways. This week Brothers can use the credential to showcase their skills and achievements on platforms such as LinkedIn, Boosting their resumes, and acting as a point of reference when engaging with potential employers.
| 3 | Overview of Corporate Social Responsibility | Solo | Understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 4 | Planning your Chapter that includes aspects that need to be included in any recruitment plan for a 35-member Chapter that includes aspects that need to be included in any recruitment plan for a 35-member Chapter. Lambda Chi Academy Alumni Session (High Alpha) will include the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 5 | Building your Chapter | Solo | Learning how to develop one for a 35-member Chapter. Lambda Chi Academy Alumni Session (High Alpha) will include the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.
| 6 | Misfits or Masters | Solo | Learning how to develop one for a 35-member Chapter. Lambda Chi Academy Alumni Session (High Alpha) will include the value of leadership, the benefits of leadership, learner expectations, understanding what it means to be a member leader, and responsibilities.

ACCESSING THE PROGRAM

To join the Leadership College, you must first accept access rules by the Office of Membership. Once you have accepted the terms and conditions, you will receive access to the Leadership College. To participate in a Zeta-Gam Learning Pathway, you must complete the entire series of four modules. If you cannot complete all four modules, you may participate in a Zeta-Gam Learning Pathway. If you change your mind, you may always resubmit the form.